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Such at least seems the reasonable conclusion which can be
deduced from the general character of chroniclers* com-
ments. Matthew Paris, the fullest contributor in this
respect for the period in which he writes (1235-59), may be
taken as an example. In spite of some valuable information,
he is always general in his remarks, often clearly conven-
tional, arbitrary, or inaccurate. His indignation against
royal interference in elections is aroused only when a
foreigner is proposed or a religious rejected. But in com-
menting on the election of such typical administrators as
Silvester Everdon and William of York, he makes no
mention of secular abuse and is clearly not scandalized by
the appointments,1 although in 1253, in a doubtful but
amusing anecdote, he incidentally accuses them of being
royal nominees.2 In 1251, on the election of M. Laurence
of S. Martin to Rochester, he makes a conventional surmise,
that the monks elected a curialis because they feared that
if they chose another the king would oppose the election.
This may sometimes have been the case in other elections, '
but in the elections to Rochester it happened that the king
had no powers of either consent or refusal.3 Again, in the
election of Walter Kirkham to Durham in 1249, Matthew's
account is curiously reminiscent of what actually appears
to have occurred in the two previous elections.4 Yet again,
when the curialis, Silvester Everdon, refused to accept his
first election to Carlisle, it was not as Matthew Paris
thought, because he considered himself unworthy to fill
so sacred an office, but because * the manner of his election
seemed to him vicious *.5
But even granted that lack of evidence does not imply
1	Chron. Mqf. iv. 560, 587.
2	Ibid. v. 373.  Bishops Silvester Everdon and William of York, with Arch-
bishop Boniface and Aymer, bishop-elect of Winchester, presented the bishops'
petition against secular abuse in elections; whereupon Henry pointed out that all
had been promoted by his influence and suggests they should consequently resign :
* Ego vero tali exemplo justificatus et castigatus, de caetero nulium nisi dignum
curabo promovere.*
3	Ibid. v. 185.
4	Ibid., p. 55.   Henry III sent to command the Durham monks to elect Aymer
of Valence j on their refusal he threatened to keep the church vacant for ten
years. Walter Kirkham was elected and thtf see quickly filled up.
5	C.P.R. i. 448. Cf. Chron. Maj. iv. 560.
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